
How Much How Many

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I begin to suspect that I have, but how _______ men have bought stolen
horses on the diggings without a thought of anything dishonest?
1. many

How _______ horses has old Forrest took from the loyal citizens of
Tennessee?
2. many

They cost twenty-four thousand dollars each, and when Joy learned how
_______ money had been expended on them it amazed him so much that he
was on the point of ordering a discontinuance of all experiments.

3.
much

And Modal, sitting on the couch next to him, was bright-eyed and alert,
thinking only of how _______ money and power would come to him as Chief
of Industries once the rearmament program began in earnest.

4.
much

He was beginning to wonder how _______ minutes had now ticked off, but
he knew it could not be three yet, though he was beginning to feel the strain.
5. many

Your Edwin and Arthur are only trying how _______ boys they can pile on
the top of my Tommy.
6. many

How _______ hours a day will man have to work to produce nourishing
food, a comfortable home, and necessary clothing for his family?
7. many

After all, how _______ women in any station of life, have precision and
forethought enough to lay a fire so that it will burn up at once?
8. many

No matter for how _______ generations you cut off the tails of dogs, cats,
horses or sheep, the effects of this removal do not appear in the progeny.
9. many

How _______ persons have had misfortunes attend them all their lives
because they were born, or christened, or married on Friday!
10. many

Thirsting for the golden fountain of the fable, from how _______ streams
have we turned away, weary and in disgust!
11. many
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How _______ minutes passed she could not tell, the stillness of the spot
remained unbroken by any sound but the whisper of the wind, and in this
silence Sylvia found time to marvel at the calmness which came to her.

12. many

You can't think how _______ buildings, courts, and alleys are hidden in
behind all of these shops.
13. many

I will briefly mention some other cases of bud-variation to show how
_______ plants belonging to many orders have varied in their flowers;
numerous cases might be added.

14.
many

In how _______ cases are slave-parents truly pious and intelligent, and
feel as much solicitude for the eternal interests of their children, as you do for
yours, and pray with them as frequently and as fervently.

15. many

In how _______ days will you thatch it?16. many

Ah me, how _______ eyes there were, which watched it sail away, with
husband, or brother, or sweetheart on board, which would wait in vain for
many a long day for its return!

17. many

Then, while cutting an opening through the wall, he asked Mrs.
Cunningham how _______ men there were in the other house.
18.

many

We told him how _______ money we had, and how we got it, and that we
were going to give a present, a surprise, to Mother Barberin of Chavanon,
who had looked after me when I was a baby.

19. much

How _______ flourishing countries will be turned into wildernesses and
rich cities into ruins!
20. many
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